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ABSTRACT
Novel Approaches to Image Segmentation
Based on Neutrosophic Logic

by

Ming Zhang, Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University, 2010

Major Professor: Dr. Heng-Da Cheng
Department: Computer Science

Neutrosophy studies the origin, nature, scope of neutralities, and their interactions
with different ideational spectra. It is a new philosophy that extends fuzzy logic and is
the basis of neutrosophic logic, neutrosophic probability, neutrosophic set theory, and
neutrosophic statistics.
Because the world is full of indeterminacy, the imperfection of knowledge that a
human receives/observes from the external world also causes imprecision. Neutrosophy
introduces a new concept <Neut-A>, which is the representation of indeterminacy.
However, this theory is mostly discussed in physiology and mathematics. Thus,
applications to prove this theory can solve real problems are needed.
Image segmentation is the first and key step in image processing. It is a critical and
essential component of image analysis and pattern recognition. In this dissertation, I
apply neutrosophy to three types of image segmentation: gray level images, breast
ultrasound images, and color images. In gray level image segmentation, neutrosophy
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helps reduce noise and extend the watershed method to normal images. In breast
ultrasound image segmentation, neutrosophy integrates two controversial opinions about
speckle: speckle is noise versus speckle includes pattern information. In color image
segmentation, neutrosophy integrates color and spatial information, global and local
information in two different color spaces: RGB and CIE (L*u*v*), respectively. The
experiments show the advantage of using neutrosophy.
(106 pages)
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Neutrosophy is a branch of philosophy that combines the knowledge of philosophy,
logics, set theory, and probability/statistics [1]. Neutrosophy introduces a new concept
called <Neut-A> which represents indeterminacy. It can solve certain problems that
cannot be solved by fuzzy logic [2]. For example, a paper is sent to two reviewers, both
of whom claim the paper as 90% acceptable. But the two reviewers may have different
backgrounds. One is an expert, and another is a new comer in this field. The impacts on
the final decision of the paper by the two reviewers should be different, even though
they give the same grade level of the acceptance. There are many similar problems, such
as weather forecasting, stock price prediction, and political elections, containing
indeterminate conditions that fuzzy logic does not handle well [3].
1.1 Neutrosophy

The word neutrosophy, taken from the Latin ‘neuter’—neutral, Greek ‘sophia’—
skill/wisdom was introduced by Smarandache in 1980 [4]. It is a generalization of fuzzy
logic based on the proposition that t true, i indeterminate, and f false. t , i and f are
real values from the ranges T , I , F , with no restrictions on them. The following are the
examples of different types of logic [4]:
1. Intuitionistic

logic,

which

(for 0  n  100, 0 d t , i, f d 100 ) .

supports

incomplete

theories
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2. Fuzzy logic (for n 100 , i

0 , and 0 d t , f d 100 ).

3. Boolean logic (for n 100 , i

0 , with t , f either 0 or 100).

4. Paraconsistent logic (for n ! 100 , with both t , f  100 )
5. Dialetheism (for t

f

100 and i

0)

The following two examples help illustrate how neutrosophy, a generalization of fuzzy
logic, is closer to human reasoning than other forms of logic.
1. When we say “tomorrow it will be raining,” we do not mean a fixed-valued. In
neutrosophic terms, we may say the statement is 60% true, 50% indeterminate
and 30% false.
2. The truth value also depends/changes with respect to the observer. The
statement “Tom is smart,” can be (0.35, 0.67, 0.6) according to his boss, (0.8,
0.25, 0.1) according to himself, or (0.5, 0.2, 0.3) according to his wife.
Neutrosophy is closer to human reasoning because, like the human mind, it
characterizes/catches the imprecision of knowledge or linguistic inexactitude received
by various observers. The uncertainty may derive from incomplete knowledge,
acquisition errors, or stochasticity [5].
Neutrosophy is the basis of neutrosophic logic, a multiple value logic that
generalizes fuzzy logic, classical logic, and imprecise probability.
1.2 Neutrosophic Sets

A neutrosophic set is a generalization of an intuitionistic set, fuzzy set,
paraconsistent set, dialetheist set, paradoxist set, and a tautological set [1, 3, 6-8].
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Define <A> as an event or entity, <Non-A> is not <A>, and <Anti-A> is the
opposite of <A>. Also, <Neut-A> is defined as neither <A> nor <Anti-A>. For example,
if <A> = white, then <Anti-A> = black. <Non-A> = blue, yellow, red, black, etc. (any
color except white). <Neut-A> = blue, yellow, red, etc. (any color except white and
black).
Define T ,I , and F as neutrosophic components to represent <A>, <Neut-A>, and
<Anti-A>. Let T ,I , and F be standard or non-standard real subsets of ]  0,1 [ with

sup T = t_sup , inf T = t_inf , sup I = i_sup , inf I = i_inf , sup F = f_sup ,
inf F = f_inf and n_sup = t_sup +i_ sup + f_sup , n_inf = t_inf +i_inf + f_inf [9].

x_sup specifies the superior limits of the subsets, and x_inf specifies the inferior
limits of the subsets. T ,I , and F are not necessarily intervals, but may be any real subunitary subsets. T ,I , and F are set-valued vector functions or operations depending on
known or unknown parameters, and they may be continuous or discrete. Additionally,
they may overlap or be converted from one to the other [1]. An element A(T , I , F )
belongs to the set in the following way: it is t true ( t  T ), i indeterminate ( i  I ), and

f false ( f  F ), where t ,i, and f are real numbers in the sets T ,I and F . Figure 1.1
is the relationship among a neutrosophic set and other sets. In a classical set,

I

I , inf T

sup T

I

I , inf T

sup T  [0,1] ,

0 or 1 , inf F

sup F

inf F

neutrosophic set, I , T , F  ]0 ,1 [ .

0 or 1 and sup T  sup F

1 . In a fuzzy set,

sup F  [0,1] and sup T  sup F 1 .

In

a

4

Neutrosophic set
Fuzzy set
Classical set

Figure 1.1. Relationships among neutrosophic set and other sets.

In order to apply neutrosophy, an image needs to be transferred to a neutrosophic
domain. A pixel in the neutrosophic domain can be represented as P{T , I , F } , meaning
the pixel is t % true, i % indeterminate, and f % false, where t varies in T , i varies in

I , and f varies in F , respectively. In a classical set, i
100. In a fuzzy set, i

0 , t and f are either 0 or

0 , 0 d t , f d 100 . In a neutrosophic set, 0 d t ,i, f d 100 .

1.3 Operations with Neutrosophic Sets

Let S1 , S2 be two neutrosophic sets. Then we define:
x

Addition
S1  S2

{x | x

with inf S1  S 2

x

s1  s2 , where s1  S1 and s2  S2 }
inf S1  inf S 2 , sup S1  S2

sup S1  sup S 2

Subtraction
S14S 2

{x | x

with inf S14S 2

s1  s2 , where s1  S1 and s2  S 2 }
inf S1  inf S 2 , sup S14S 2

sup S1  sup S 2
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x

Multiplication
S1 : S2

{x | x

with inf S1 : S 2

x

s1 < s2 , where s1  S1 and s2  S 2 }
inf S1 <inf S 2 , sup S1 : S 2

sup S1 < sup S 2

Division of a set by a number
Let k  R, S1

k {x | x

s1 / k , where s1  S1}

1.4 Image Segmentation

Image segmentation is a process to identify homogeneous regions in a given image
[10]. It is typically used to locate objects and boundaries (lines, curves, and regions). In
order to understand an image, we need isolate the objects in it and find relationships
among them [11]. The goal of segmentation is to make the representation of an image
more meaningful and easier to analyze [12]. Image segmentation can be defined as a
process that divides an image into different regions. Each region is homogeneous, but
the union of any two adjacent regions is not homogeneous.
Image segmentation is one of the most critical tasks of image analysis, and the
quality of segmentation affects the subsequent process of image analysis and
understanding, such as object representation and description, feature measurement,
object classification, scene interpretation, etc. [13-18]. Moreover, it plays an important
role in a variety of applications such as robot vision, object recognition, and medical
imaging. It is defined as a bridge between a low level vision subsystem and a high level
vision subsystem [19]. Figure 1.2 illustrates the flowchart of image processing.
Image segmentation is one of the most difficult tasks in the image processing field,
because many features, such as intensity, blurring, contrast, and the number of segments,
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Input Image

Image Preprocessing

Image Segmentation

Feature Extraction &
Selection

Classification

Evaluation

Figure 1.2. Flowchart of image processing.
affect the quality of segmentation. It is hard to extract all meaningful objects correctly
and precisely from an image without any human interaction or supervision [20].
Image segmentation is divided into gray image segmentation and color image
segmentation. Many algorithms and models of gray image segmentation can be
modified and applied to color image segmentation. The more popular segmentation
approaches are: histogram-based methods, edge-based methods, region-based methods,
model-based methods, watershed methods, and fuzzy logic methods [16, 18, 21-23].
In this dissertation, neutrosophy is applied to gray images, breast ultrasound images,
and color images. In gray image segmentation, I present a definition of T , I , F and use
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neutrosophic logic to do the segmentation. In breast ultrasound image segmentation, I
used a statistical evaluation to show the advantage of using neutrosophy. Because
neutrosophy is an extension of fuzzy logic, I used neutrosophy in color image
segmentation and compare it with different fuzzy logic methods to show the advantage
of neutrosophy.
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CHAPTER 2
GRAY LEVEL IMAGE SEGMENTATION
BASED ON NEUTROSOPHY

2.1 Introduction

Image segmentation is one of the most important parts in image processing. Most of
applications that use images, such as object recognition, scene understanding and
analysis, pattern recognition, remote sensing, medical image system, include this step.
2.1.1 Comparison of Different Segmentation Methods
A gray image is a simple kind of image that only contains one domain, and each
pixel in the image can be represented by an integer [0, 255] . The most often used gray
image segmentation algorithms are: the histogram-based algorithm [24-25], edge-based
algorithm [26-27], region-based algorithm [28-29], model-based algorithm [30-31], and
the watershed algorithm [32-33]. Table 2.1 gives a comparison of these algorithms.
Histogram-based techniques are relatively easy to compare with other segmentation
methods. Such a technique first calculates a histogram of all pixels in an image and finds
the peaks and valleys. Next, refinement algorithms are applied for further processing
[12].
The edge-based method is one of the most common approaches for detecting
discontinuities. First and second order derivatives like gradient and Laplacian are used to
detect edges. Edges in an image can generally be divided into two categories: intensity
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Table 2.1. Comparison of Segmentation Methods.
Method

Description

Histogrambased

Finds peaks and valleys
in the histogram of the
image and locates the
clusters in the image.
Finds region boundaries.

Edge-based
Region-based

Uses seeded region
growing method.

Model-based

Finds the interesting
regions by using
geometry.
Considers image as
topographic surface.

Watershed

Advantage

Disadvantage

Fast and simple.

Difficult to identify
significant peaks
and valleys.

Fast and welldeveloped.
Resulting regions are
connected.

Edges are often
disconnected.
The choice of seeds
is important and
critical.
The regions need to
fit a certain model.

Finds certain- shaped
regions.
No seed is needed.
Resulting regions are
connected. Can find
optimal boundaries.

Sensitive to noise
and nonhomogeneity.

edges and texture edges [34]. Intensity edges are from abrupt changes in the intensity
profile of the image. Texture edges are boundaries of texture regions that are invariant to
lighting conditions. Because non-uniform illumination or noise may affect intensity
discontinuities, edge-based methods often have edge discontinuity problems.
Region-based methods include region growing and region splitting-merging
procedures. Region growing groups pixels, or subregions, into larger regions. Initially, it
requires a set of “seed” points. Regions grow up from these seeds if neighboring pixels
have properties similar to those of the seed points. Selection of seeds is a critical
procedure. In region splitting-merging, an image is subdivided into arbitrary, disjointed
regions. These regions are merged and/or split to satisfy prerequisite constraints [10].
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Model-based techniques locate object boundaries by employing physical models.
Physical models are highly dependent on the nature of the materials present in the image.
Existing model-based techniques are efficient in image processing only for materials
whose reflection properties are known and easy to model. There are too many rigid
assumptions of physical models regarding material type, light source, and illumination.
These conditions might not be satisfied in the real world. Therefore, these techniques are
only used in a very limited scope of applications.
Watershed techniques consider the gradient magnitude of an image as a topographic
surface. Pixels having the highest gradient magnitude intensities correspond to
watershed lines, which represent region boundaries. Water placed on a watershed line
flows downhill to a common local intensity minima. Pixels draining to a common
minimum form a catchments basin, which represents the regions. Direct application of
this segmentation algorithm generally leads to over-segmentation due to noise and other
local irregularities of the gradient.
In this chapter, I compare my proposed approach with the pixel-based method
(embedded confidence), edge-based method (Sobel), region-based method (mean-shift),
and two watershed methods (watershed in Matlab and toboggan-based).
2.1.2 Watershed Method
The original idea of the watershed method came from geography [21]. It is a
powerful and popular image segmentation method [35-38] that can potentially provide
more accurate segmentation with low computation cost [39]. A watershed algorithm
splits an image into areas based on the topology of the image. The value of the gradients
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is interpreted as the elevation information. After successively flooding the gray value,
the watersheds with adjacent catchment basins are constructed. Figure 2.1(a) is an image
with two dark blobs synthetically generated by Matlab, and (b) is the 3D watershed
image obtained by applying the watershed method on (a). Because watershed methods
work better on uniform images, my approach mainly deals with uniform images with
blurry edges. However, my watershed method can also work better on non-uniform
images than other watershed methods by employing neutrosophy.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1. Watershed concept. (a) Two dark blobs. (b) 3D view of the watershed image
of (a).
2.2 Proposed Method

Watershed image segmentation is good for handling a uniform background and
objects with blurry edges. In this chapter, objects are defined as T and background as
F . The blurry edges are gradually changed from objects to background, and there are
no clear boundaries between the objects and edges or between the background and edges.
The blurry boundaries are defined as I . Figure 2.2 is the flowchart of the proposed
approach. An input image is mapped to T and F by the S-function. Two thresholds tt

12

S-function
T, F

Enhancement
thresholding

tt, tf

Original
image

O, E, B
Threshold ¬
I

Logic

Homogeneity
Segmentation
result

Watershed

Edge

Figure 2.2. Flowchart of proposed method.

and t f are decided in the enhanced T and F domains. The original image is also mapped
to indeterminacy domain I . The boundary regions are calculated by combining T , F and
I . The watershed method is applied to the boundary regions and finds connecting edges.
2.2.1 Map Image and Decide {T ,F }
Given an image A , P( x, y ) is a pixel in the image, and ( x, y ) is the position of this
pixel. A 5x5 mean filter (the size of filter may vary depending on the size of input image)
is applied to A to remove noise and make the image uniform. Next, the image is
converted by using the S-function:

T ( x, y )

S ( g xy , a, b, c)

0
°
2
° ( g xy  a )
°° (b  a)(c  a )
®
( g xy  c) 2
°
1

° (c  b)(c  a )
°
°̄1

0 d g xy d a
a d g xy d b
(0.1)
b d g xy d c
g xy t c
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where g xy is the intensity value of pixel P(i, j ) . Variables a,b and c are the parameters
that determine the shape of the S-function as shown in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3. S-function.
Values of parameters a,b , and c can be calculated by using the simulated
annealing method [40]. However, the simulated annealing algorithm is quite time
consuming. Thus, we use another histogram-based method to calculate a,b , and c [41].
(1) Calculate the histogram of the image
(2) Find the local maxima of the histogram: Hismax ( g1 ),Hismax ( g 2 ),...Hismax ( g n ) .
Calculate the mean of local maxima:
n

¦ His

max

Hismax g

i 1

n

gi
(0.2)

(3) Find the peaks greater than His max g , let the first peak be g min and the last peak be

g max
(4) Define low limit B1 and high limit B2 :
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B1

¦

His (i )

f1

i g min

(0.3)

g max

¦ His(i)

f1

i B2

where the information loss is allowed in the range [ g min , B1 ] and [ B2 , g max ], which is f1
( f1

0.01 in the experiments).

(5) Determine a and c
a

(1  f 2 )( g1  g min )  g min

if (a ! B1 )

c

a

B1

c

B2

f 2 ( g max  g n )  g n

if (c ! B2 )
where f 2

then

then

(0.4)

(0.5)

0.01 , and B1 and B2 are used to avoid important information loss. The

intensity less than B1 is considered as background, and the intensity greater than B2 is
considered as noise.
(6) Calculate parameter b by using the maximum entropy principal [42].

H X

1
M uN

M

N

¦¦ S

n

T ( x, y )

(0.6)

i 1 j 1

where Sn () is a Shannon function defined as:
S n T ( x, y )

T ( x, y ) log 2 T ( x, y )  1  T ( x, y ) log 2 1  T ( x, y )
x 1, 2," , M , y 1, 2," N

(0.7)

The maximum entropy principle states that the greater the entropy is, the more
information the system includes [43-44]. To find the optimal b try every b  [a  1, c  1] .
The optimal b will generate the largest H ( X ) :
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H max X , a, bopt , c

max ^ H > X ; a, b, c @ | g min d a  b  c d g max `

(0.8)

After a, b , and c are determined, the image can be mapped from the intensity
domain g xy to the new domain T ( x, y ) . Figure 2.4(a) is a cloud image. Figure 2.4 (b) is
the result of (a) after mapping.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4. Cloud image. (a) Original image. (b) Result after applying the S-function.
2.2.2 Enhancement
Use intensification transformation to enhance the image in the new domain [45]:
TE
TE

E (T ( x, y ))

2T 2 ( x, y )



E (T ( x, y )) 1  2(1  T ( x, y ))

FE ( x, y ) 1  TE ( x, y )
Figure 2.5 is the result after enhancement.

2

0 d T ( x, y ) d 0.5
0.5  T ( x, y ) d 1

(0.9)

(0.10)
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Figure 2.5. Result after enhancement.
2.2.3 Find Thresholds in TE and FE
Two thresholds are needed to separate the new domains TE and FE . A heuristic
approach is used to find the thresholds in TE and FE [10].
(1) Select an initial threshold t0 in TE .
(2) Separate TE by using t0 , and produce two new groups of pixels: T1 and T2 , P1 and

P2 are the mean values of these two parts, respectively.
(3) Compute the new threshold value: t1

P1  P2
2

(4) Repeat steps 2 through 4 until the difference of tn  tn 1
(H

is smaller than H

0.0001 in the experiments) in the two successive iterations. Then, a threshold tt is

calculated. Figure 2.6(a) is the binary image generated by using tt .
Applying the above steps in FE domain, a threshold t f can be calculated. Figure
2.6(b) is the resulting image by using t f .
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.6. Result after applying tt and t f . (a) Image by applying threshold tt .
(b) Image by applying threshold t f .

2.2.4 Define Homogeneity and Decide I
Homogeneity is related to local information, and plays an important role in image
segmentation. I define homogeneity by using the standard deviation and discontinuity of
the intensity. Standard deviation describes the contrast within a local region, while
discontinuity represents the changes in gray levels. Objects and background are more
uniform, and blurry edges are gradually changing from objects to background. The
homogeneity value of objects and background is larger than that of the edges.
A size d u d window centered at ( x, y ) is used for computing the standard
deviation of pixel P(i, j ) :

sd ( x, y )

x  ( d 1) / 2

y  ( d 1) / 2

¦

¦

( g pq  P xy ) 2

p x  ( d 1) / 2 q y  ( d 1) / 2
2

d

where P xy is the mean of the intensity values within the window.

(0.11)
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P xy

x  ( d 1) / 2

y  ( d 1) / 2

¦

¦

g pq

p x  ( d 1) / 2 q y  ( d 1) / 2
2

d

The discontinuity of pixel P (i, j ) is described by the edge value. I use Sobel
operator to calculate the discontinuity.
eg ( x, y )

Gx2  G y2

(0.12)

where Gx and Gy are the horizontal and vertical derivative approximations.
Normalize the standard deviation and discontinuity, and define the homogeneity as

H ( x, y ) 1 
where sd max

max{sd ( x, y )} , and eg max

sd ( x, y ) eg ( x, y )
u
sd max
eg max

(0.13)

max{eg ( x, y )} .

The indeterminate I ( x, y ) is represented as

I ( x , y ) 1  H ( x, y )

(0.14)

Figure 2.7 is the homogeneity image in domain I . The value of I ( x, y ) has a range
of [0,1] . The more uniform the region surrounding a pixel is, the smaller the
indeterminate value of the pixel is. The window size should be big enough to include
enough local information, but still be less than the distance between two objects. I chose
d=7 for my experiments.
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Figure 2.7. Homogeneity image in domain I .

2.2.5 Convert Image into Binary Image Based on {TE , I , FE }
In this step, a given image is divided into three parts: objects ( O ), edges ( E ), and
background ( B ). T ( x, y ) represents the degree of being an object pixel, I ( x, y ) is the
degree of being an edge pixel, and F ( x, y ) is the degree of being a background pixel for
pixel P ( x, y ) , respectively. The three parts are defined as follows:
O ( x, y )
E ( x, y )
B ( x, y )

 true TE ( x, y ) t tt , I ( x, y )  O
®
others
¯ false
 true TE ( x, y )  tt  FE ( x, y )  t f , I ( x, y ) t O
®
others
¯ false

(0.15)

 true FE ( x, y ) t t f , I ( x, y )  O
®
others
¯ false

where tt and t f are the thresholds computed in Subsection 2.2.3, and O

0.01 .

After O , E , and B are determined, the image is mapped into a binary image for
further processing. The objects and background are mapped to 0, and the edges are
mapped to 1 in the binary image. The mapping function is as follows. See Figure 2.8.

Binary ( x, y )

°0
®
°̄1

O( x, y )  B( x, y )  E ( x, y ) true
others

(0.16)
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Figure 2.8. Binary image based on {TE , I , FE } .

2.2.6 Apply Watershed Algorithm
The watershed algorithm is good for finding optimal segmentation boundaries. The
following is the watershed algorithm for the obtained binary image [46]:
(1)

Get regions R1 , R2 ,..., Rn , which represent the objects and background and have a
value of 0. See Figure 2.9.

(2)

Dilate these regions by using a 3 u 3 structure element.

(3)

Build a dam at the place where the two regions get merged.

(4)

Repeat step (3) until all regions merge together. See Figure 2.10.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.9. Watershed method. (a) Two regions that have value 0. (b) 3x3 structure
element (c) Dilation of the two regions. (d) Dam construction.
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Figure 2.10. Final result after applying the proposed watershed method.
2.3 Experimental Results

Watershed segmentation is good for processing nearly uniform images; it can get a
good segmentation, and the edges are connected very well. But this method is sensitive
to noise and often has an over-segmentation problem [47]. I next compare my method
with the pixel-based, edge-based, region-based and other two watershed methods.
Figure 2.11(a) is a cloud image that has blurry boundaries, and (b) is the result by
using the pixel-based embedded confidence method [48], which determines the
threshold value of a gradient image and consequently performs edge detection. The
resulting image is under-segmented, and it only detects part of the boundaries. Figure
2.11(c) uses the Sobel operator which is an edge-based method. It, too, has undersegmentation, and the boundaries are not connected well. Figure 2.11(d) is the result by
using the edge detection and image segmentation system (EDISON) [49] which applies
a mean-shift region-based method [50]. In mean-shift-based segmentation, pixel clusters
or image segments are identified with unique modes of the multi-modal probability
density function by mapping each pixel to a mode using a convergent, iterative process.
Three parameters in EDISON need to be manually selected: spatial bandwidth, color,
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)
Figure 2.11. Cloud image. (a) Original image. (b) Result using the embedded
confidence method. (c) Result using the Sobel operator. (d) Result using the mean-shift
method. (e) Result using the watershed in Matlab. (f) Result using toboggan-based
watershed. (g) Result using the proposed method.
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and minimum region. I tried different combinations of these parameters and got the best
result, as shown in Figure 2.11(d) (spatial bandwidth = 6, color = 3, minimum = 50).
The edges in (d) are well connected but not smooth, the result is over-segmented. Figure
2.11(e) utilizes the watershed method in Matlab, and the result shows heavy oversegmentation, making it hard to find distinguishable objects. Figure 2.11(f) is the result
from a modified watershed method (toboggan-based method) [51]. It can efficiently
group the local minima by assigning them a unique label. The result is better than (e),
but the background and objects are still mixed together. Figure 2.11(g) applies the
proposed method, and it gets clear and well connected boundaries. The result gives an
improvement better than those obtained by other methods used in (b), (c), (d), (e), and
(f).
Figure 2.12(a) is a blurry cells image. The objects and boundaries are not clear. The
edges detected by the embedded confidence method in (b) are discontinued. The Sobel
operator in (c) almost loses all boundaries. The mean-shift method in (d) (spatial
bandwidth= 7, color = 3, minimum = 10) produces few connected edges, and the edges
are not well detected. Two watershed methods in (e) and (f) produce over-segmentation.
The result in (g) using the proposed method has well connected and clear boundaries to
segment the cells from the background better.
One drawback of watershed methods is noise sensitivity. However, the proposed
method is very noise-tolerant. Figure 2.13(a) is a noise-free coin image, and (b), (c), and
(d) are the results from employing the watershed method in Matlab, toboggan-based
watershed method, and the proposed neutrosophic watershed method, respectively.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)
Figure 2.12. Cell image. (a) Blurry cell image. (b) Result using the embedded
confidence edge detector. (c) Result using the Sobel operator. (d) Result using the meanshift method. (e) Result using the watershed in Matlab. (f) Result using the tobogganbased watershed. (g) Result using the proposed method.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 2.13. Coin image. (a) Original image. (b) Result using the watershed in Matlab
on the original image. (c) Result using the toboggan-based watershed on the original
image. (d) Result using the proposed method on the original image. (e) Image with
Gaussian noise added. (f) Result using the watershed in Matlab on the noisy image. (g)
Result using the toboggan-based watershed on the noisy image. (h) Result using the
proposed method on the noisy image.
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Figure 2.13(e) is the image after adding Gaussian noise (mean is 0, and standard
variance is 2.55) to (a). Figure 2.13(f), (g), and (h) are the results from applying the
above three watershed methods to (e). We can see that the Gaussian noise has a big
impact on the results of the existing watershed methods, and causes heavy oversegmentation. But the proposed neutrosophic watershed method is quite noise-tolerant.
Another problem of existing watershed algorithms is that they do not work well for
non-uniform images. In Figure 2.14(a), the capitol has a wide range of intensities. The
top of the capitol is dark, the middle part of the capitol is gray, and the bottom part of
capitol is white. Figure 2.14(b) is the result of applying the watershed method in Matlab,
and (c) is the result of applying the toboggan-based watershed method. Neither works
well. Figure 2.14(d) is the result of applying the proposed method. As shown, the capitol
is segmented well.
2.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, neutrosophy is employed in gray level images, and a novel
watershed image segmentation approach based on neutrosophic logic is introduced. In
the first phase, a given image is mapped to three subsets T , F and I , which are defined
in different domains. Thresholding and neutrosophic logic are employed to obtain a
binary image. Finally, the proposed watershed method is applied to get the segmentation
result. I compare my method with pixel-based, edge-based, region-based segmentation
methods, and two existing watershed methods. The experiments show that the proposed
method has better performance on noisy and non-uniform images than that obtained by
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using other watershed methods, since the proposed approach can handle uncertainty and
indeterminacy better.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 2.14. Capitol image. (a) Original capitol image. (b) Result using the watershed in
Matlab. (c) Result using the toboggan-based method. (d) Result using the proposed
method.
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CHAPTER 3
BREAST ULTRASOUND IMAGE SEGMENTATION
BASED ON NEUTROSOPHY

3.1 Introduction

Cancer is one of the dangerous diseases for humans. One out of eight deaths in the
world is caused by cancer [52]. It is the second leading cause of death in developed
countries and the third leading cause of death in developing countries. According to [53],
in 2009, 562,340 Americans, 1,500 people a day, died of cancer. Approximately
1,479,350 new cancer cases were diagnosed in the United States in 2009.
Breast cancer is the most commonly diagnosed cancer among women and is the
second leading death cause of women in the United States [54]. A total 209,060 new
breast cancer cases and 40,230 deaths are projected to occur in 2010 [55]. Although
breast cancer has a high death rate, the cause of breast cancer is still unknown [56].
Early detection is a critical step towards treating breast cancer and plays a key role in
diagnosis.
There are three major types of diagnostic techniques used by radiologists to detect
breast cancer: mammography [57-58], ultrasound, and magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI).
While mammography is the most frequently used of these techniques, it has some
disadvantages:
1. It is not always accurate in detecting breast cancer [59]. Approximately 65% of
cases referred to surgical biopsy are actually benign lesions [60-61].
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2. Mammography has limitations in cancer detection in the dense breast tissue of
young patients. The breast tissue of young women tends to be dense and full of
milk glands. Most cancers arise in dense tissue, and it is challenging for
mammography to detect lesion in this higher risk category.
3. In mammograms, glandular tissues look dense and white, much like cancerous
tumors [62].
4. Mammography may identify an abnormality that looks like a cancer, but turns
out to be normal. Thus, additional tests and diagnostic procedures are often
required. It is a stressful procedure for patients. To make up for these
limitations, sound diagnosis is often needed in addition to mammography [63].
5. Reading mammograms is a demanding job for radiologists. An accurate
diagnosis depends on training, experience, and other subjective criteria.
Around 10 percent of breast cancers are missed by radiologists, and most of
them are in dense breasts [64]. And about two-thirds of the lesions that are sent
for biopsy are benign. The reasons for this high miss rate and low specificity in
mammography are the following: the low conspicuity of mammographic
lesions, the noisy nature of the images, and the overlying and underlying
structures that obscure features of a region of interest (ROI) [65].
Ultrasound techniques use high frequency broadband sound waves in the megahertz
range. These waves are reflected by tissue to varying degrees to produce images. An
ultrasound image is a gray level display of the area being imaged and is used in imaging
abdominal organs, heart, breast, muscles, tendons, arteries and veins. An ultrasound
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allows for studying the function of moving structures in real-time and has no ionizing
radiation. It is relatively cheap and quick to perform. Since an ultrasound is noninvasive,
practically harmless, and cost effective for diagnosis, it has become one of the most
prevalent and effective medical imaging technologies. In breast cancer detection, it is an
important adjunct to mammography and has following advantages:
1. Use of ultrasounds in breast cancer detection has improved the true positive
detection rate, especially for women with dense breasts [66-67]. According to
[68], an ultrasound is more effective for women younger than 35. It has
proven to be an important adjunct to mammography in breast cancer detection
and useful for differentiating cysts from solid tumors.
2. It has been shown that ultrasound is superior to mammography in its ability to
detect local abnormalities in the dense breasts of adolescent women [69]. The
authors of [70] suggest that the denser the breast parenchyma, the higher the
detection accuracy of malignant tumors using ultrasound. The accuracy rate of
breast ultrasound (BUS) has been reported to be 96-100% in the diagnosis of
simple benign cysts [71].
3. An ultrasound can obtain any section image of breast, and observe the breast
tissues in real-time and dynamically.
4. Ultrasound devices are portable and relatively cheap, and they have no
radiation and side effects.
However, ultrasound imaging has some limitations. It is low contrast, low
resolution with speckle noise and blurry edges between different organs. These
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characteristics make it is more difficult for radiologists to read and interpret ultrasound
images. Table 3.1 lists the accuracy rate of doctors.
Table 3.1. Accuracy Rate of BUS Examination.
Type

Accuracy

Benign hyperplasia

84.5%

Benign tumor

79%

Malignant tumor

88.5%

Computer-aided detection (CAD) systems have been developed to help radiologists
to evaluate medical images and detect lesions at an early stage [72]. They assist doctors
in the interpretation of medical images. A typical CAD system in breast ultrasound helps
radiologists evaluate ultrasound images and detect breast cancer. A breast ultrasound
CAD system improves the ultrasound image quality, increases the image contrast, and
automatically determines lesion. It also reduces the human workload. Figure 3.1 gives
the general steps of an ultrasound CAD system.
Input Image

Image Preprocessing

Image Segmentation

Figure 3.1. Breast ultrasound CAD system.
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Breast ultrasound (BUS) images are low contrast and have speckles, thus making
the segmentation of BUS images one of the most difficult steps in computer-aided
diagnosis (CAD) algorithms. There is a controversy between two opinions about speckle
in BUS images. (1) Speckle blurs a BUS image, and it is treated as noise to be removed
[73-74]. (2) Speckle reflects the local echogenity of the underlying scatters and has
certain useful pattern elements [75]. Most of the existing CAD systems are based on one
of the above two opinions about speckle. Another problem in most of the existing BUS
segmentation methods is that the algorithms are only applied to a restricted area, a
region of interest (ROI), rather than the entire BUS image. The ROIs contain tumors
[76-77], and they are manually or semi-automatically segmented [78]. There are four
types of methods used for BUS image segmentation: edge-based methods [79-80],
region-based methods [81-82], model-based methods [83], and neural network/Markov
methods [84-86].
A BUS image is noisy and blurry due to artifacts, such as speckle, reverberation
echo, acoustic shadowing, and refraction [87]. The boundaries of the tumors are unclear
and hard to distinguish. In this paper, I define a tumor as <A>, the boundaries of the
tumor as <Neut-A>, and the background as <Anti-A>. T ,I , and F are the neutrosophic
components to represent <A>, <Neut-A>, and <Anti-A>. <A> and <Anti-A> contain
region information, while <Neut-A> has boundary information.
A pixel of an image in the neutrosophic domain can be represented as A{t , i, f } ,
meaning the pixel is t % true (tumor), i % indeterminate (tumor boundaries), and f %
false (background), where t  T , i  I ,and f  F , and T, I and F represent true,
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indeterminacy and false domains, respectively. In the classical set, i
either 0 or 100. In the fuzzy set, i

0 , t and f are

0 , 0 d t , f d 100 . In the neutrosophic set,

0 d t ,i, f d 100 .

3.2 Tumor Detection Method

Because a BUS is blurred image, I can use the algorithm presented in Chapter 2 to
find the boundaries of a tumor. However, because BUS images contain speckles,
reverberation echoes, and acoustic shadow artifacts, the segmentation result may include
non-tumor area. I remove such areas by utilizing the following rules:
(1) Remove the lines connected to the image boundaries.
(2) Remove the segmentation area whose size is less than one-third of the largest
segmented area.
(3) Remove the segmentation area whose mean gray level is greater than the average
gray level of the entire image.
(4) Remove the area whose ratio of width/length is equal to or greater than 4, since
the shape of the tumor should be roundish or elliptical.
Figure 3.2 is the flowchart of BUS detection based on neutrosophy. Since the
watershed method shrinks the segmented area, I use the boundary produced in
Subsection 2.2.5 as the tumor boundary. Figure 3.3 is the resulting images of each step.
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S-function
T, F

Enhance and
thresholding
tt, tf

Original
image

O, E, B
Threshold ¬
I

Logic

Homogeneity
Segmentation
result

Locate tumor

Watershed
Boundaries

Edge

Figure 3.2. Flowchart of BUS detection.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3. Resulting image of each step. (Continued on next page)
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(c)

(e)

(d)

(f)

(g)
(Continued from previous page) Figure 3.3. Resulting image of each step. (a) BUS
image. (b) Result after applying the S-function. (c) Result after enhancement. (d)
Homogeneity image in domain I . (e) Redefined edges in neutrosophic domain. (f)
Result after applying the watershed method. (g) Final result of the proposed
segmentation method.
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3.3 Experimental Results

My approach has the following advantages: it is noise-tolerant, fully automatic, and
able to process low-contrast BUS images with high accuracy. The database used in my
experiments contains 110 images (53 malignant, 37 benign, and 20 normal). Each image
has only one tumor. The average size of image in the database is 370x450 pixels, with
the largest being 470x560 pixels and the smallest 260x330 pixels. The images were
collected by VIVID 7 with a 5-14 MHz linear probe. I used 10 images (5 malignant and
5 benign), in which were included the largest and smallest tumors, to determine the
parameters of the algorithm.
3.3.1 Speckle Problem
As stated previously, there are two controversial opinions about speckle in BUS
images: speckle is noise versus speckle is pattern. My method solves this controversy by
combining these two opinions through use of neutrosophy. In T or F , the speckle is
treated as noise. In I , the speckle is employed as a pattern for computing homogeneity.
In Chapter 2, I demonstrate the noise-tolerance of the proposed algorithm in Figure 2.13
by adding Gaussian noise to (a).
3.3.2 Fully Automatic Method
One of the more difficult problems in BUS image segmentation is to find the tumor
automatically. Many existing methods need to manually select a region containing the
tumor as the initialization of segmentation. Often, the final segmentation depends on
region selection. The geodesic active contour (GAC) model is an edge-based model [88].
Figure 3.4(b) is the segmentation result by applying the GAC model to the entire BUS
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image of Figure 3.4(a). There is a manually selected ROI in Figure 3.4(c). However,
applying the GAC model to Figure 3.4(c) is not enough to detect the tumor boundaries
correctly. Figure 3.4(e) shows a more accurate, manually selected ROI. Figure 3.4(f) is
the segmentation result of applying the GAC model to Figure 3.4(e), The results are still
quite poor.
3.3.3 Low Contrast Images
Figure 3.5 shows some examples of low contrast BUS images and the segmentation
results produced by the proposed approach. Figure 3.5(a) has reverberation echoes on
the top and bottom caused by the ultrasound beam bouncing back and forth, with the
aggregations of small and highly reflecting particles. Another difficulty is that the tumor
has an acoustic shadow. There are intensely echogenic lines appearing at the surface of
the structures which block the passage of the sound waves. Figure 3.5(c) is a much
brighter image. Figure 3.5(e) has a dark area on the left side of the image caused by
pointing the probe to the air accidently. Figure 3.5(b), (d), and (f) are the segmentation
results of utilizing the proposed approach. They demonstrate that the proposed method
can solve such problems very well.
3.3.4 Quantitative Evaluation
Because to date there is no a universally accepted objective standard for evaluating
the performance of segmentation algorithms, manual delineations produced by
radiologists are often used to evaluate the accuracy of BUS image segmentation [78, 82].
Because radiologists have different experience and skills, delineation results may vary
[89]. Figure 3.6(b) is the segmentation result by a radiologist, and Figure 3.6(c) is the
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result generated after the discussion of a group of radiologists. Figure 3.6(d) is the result
by using the proposed approach.
Figure 3.7(a), (c) and (e) are the manual segmentation results by a group of
radiologists. Figure 3.7(b), (d) and (e) are the results by the proposed algorithm. We can
see that the proposed approach can outline the tumor shape very well, which is one of
the most important features for CAD systems [90].
An active contour (AC) model is a region-based segmentation method [91-93]. It
utilizes the means of different regions to segment a BUS image. Because AC requires
manually selecting an ROI, I use a rectangular ROI that contains a tumor. The length
and width of an ROI region are 2 times the length and width of the tumor. Figure 3.8(b)
is the result by applying an AC model with 200 iterations to Figure 3.8(a). The result
shows over-segmentation. Figure 3.8(c) is the result after removing the non-tumor
region. However, the AC model does not work well on some BUS images (see Figure
3.8(e)).
In their recently published paper, the authors of [94] employ a fully automatic
segmentation method on BUS images based on texture analysis and active contour (TE).
It first divides the entire image into lattices of the same size, and then generates the ROI
based on the texture information. Figure 3.9(b) is the result of applying the method in
[94]. But this method will not work well on low contrast images (reverberation echoes,
refraction, etc). Figure 3.9(d) segments a part of the background as a part of the tumor.
Figure 3.9(f) locates the wrong ROI region.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.4. Result of GAC method. (a) BUS image. (b) The segmentation result by
applying GAC model to (a). (c) Manually selected ROI. (d) The segmentation result by
applying GAC Model to (c). (e) More accurately and manually selected ROI. (f) The
segmentation result by applying GAC Model to (e).
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Reverberation echoes

Shadows

(a)

(c)

(e)

(b)

(d)

(f)

Figure 3.5. Low quality images. (a) BUS image with reverberation echo and shadow. (b)
Result using the proposed method. (c) Bright BUS image. (d) Result using the proposed
method. (e) BUS image with dark area on the left side. (f) Result using the proposed
method.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.6. Comparison with manual outlines. (a) BUS image. (b) Manual segmentation
result by a radiologist. (c) Manual segmentation result by a group of radiologists. (d)
Result by using the proposed method.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.7. Result of proposed method. (a), (c) and (e) Manual segmentation results by a
group of radiologists. (b), (d), and (f) Results by using the proposed algorithm.
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(c)

(e)

Figure 3.8. Result of AC method. (a) BUS images with manually selected ROI.
(b) Results by applying active contour method. (c) Result by removing non-tumor areas.
(d) BUS images with manually selected ROI. (e) Results by applying active contour
method.
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(a)

(c)

(e)

(b)

(d)

(f)

Figure 3.9. Result of TE method. (a), (c) and (e) BUS images. (b), (d) and (e) Result by
applying the TE method in [95].
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In this paper, I tested my method using 90 clinical images and used three area
error metrics [96] for evaluating accuracy: true positive ratio (TP), false positive ratio
(FP), and similarity (SI) defined as:
TP(%)

Am  An
Am

FP (%)

Am * An  An
Am

SI (%)

(1.1)

Am  An
Am * An

where Am refers to the tumor area determined by a group of radiologists and An is the
area determined by the proposed algorithm, see Figure 3.10.

False Positive

True Positive

False Negative
Manual Drawing

Computer Drawing

Figure 3.10. Areas corresponding to TP, FP, and FN.

In Table 3.2, active contour (AC) method, texture-based method (TE), and the
proposed method are compared with the delineated results by the group of radiologists.
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Table 3.2. Average Area Error Metrics.
Malignant

Benign

Total

TP

FP

Similarity

TP

FP

Similarity

TP

FP

Similarity

AC1

64.1%

5.3%

63.7%

71.5%

6.8%

66.8%

67.4%

5.98%

65.1%

TE2

81.2%

38.3%

51.1%

84.2%

44.5%

47.8%

82.9%

41.2%

49.1%

Proposed

85.4%

11.7%

77.6%

89.6%

14.3%

78.3%

87.8%

13.3%

77.9%

method3
1

The inputs of active contour method are the manually selected ROIs. There are 40 out of 90 images in which the
tumors can be located.
2
The inputs of texture-based method are the entire BUS images. There are 62 out of 90 images in which the tumors
can be located.
3
The inputs of proposed method are entire BUS images. There are 84 out of 90 images in which the tumors can be
located.

The source code of active contour is obtained from an introduction website of the
AC method, which is based on [91]. It includes the application to medical image
segmentation. In an active contour method, the input is a manually selected ROI. There
are only 40 results for locating a tumor properly (90 images in the database). The
accuracy of AC is calculated based on these 40 images. We can see that the TP (67.4%
in total) of the AC method is very low even using ROIs only.
The inputs of TE and the proposed method are the entire BUS images, because both
of them are designed as fully automatic methods. TE has 62 results correctly locating the
tumors and the proposed method has 84. But, the false positive rate of TE is 41.2%
which is too high to be useful. The proposed method has high similarity (77.9% in total).
The mean shortest distance error, standard deviation, and maximum value between
these three algorithms’ contours and doctors’ manual contours are listed in Table 3.3.
The proposed method has the smaller shortest distance error (6.9 pixels), standard
deviation (3.9 pixels), and maximum value (16.1 pixels). Figure 3.11 is TP versus FP
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plotting Figure, which was used in clinical data analysis [77]. The proposed method
yields estimate in the upper left corner of ROC which provided high sensitivity and
specificity than other two methods.

Table 3.3. Shortest Distance Comparison among Three Algorithms.
Mean shortest distance
Standard Deviation

AC
24.8 pixels
17 pixels

TE
41.7 pixels
29 pixels

Proposed method
6.9 pixels
3.9 pixels

Maximum Value

76.9 pixels

92.7 pixels

16.1 pixels

Another problem in BUS segmentation is handling non-tumor images. A TE
method does not work for non-tumor BUS images. It always returns a tumor area. I
tested the proposed method with 20 non-tumor images; 15 of them got correct results.
Because the proposed algorithm does not use an iterative method to determine the
boundaries, the computation time is much less than that of the other two methods. The
computational times for active contour methods, texture-based methods, and the
proposed method are 65 seconds, 62 seconds, and 4 seconds, respectively. The
experiments used BUS images of the size 450x400, Matlab 2008, Pentium D 3.00GHZ,
and 3GB RAM.
3.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, neutrosophy is employed in BUS image segmentation. It integrates
the two controversial opinions about speckles: speckles are noise versus speckles
include pattern information. The proposed method is fully automatic, effective, and
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robust. It can segment entire BUS images without manual initialization. The method is
also faster than other methods. The experiment results show that the proposed method
can segment low contrast BUS images with high accuracy.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3.11. TP versus FP plotting. (a) Plotting of activate contour method. (b) Plotting of
TE method. (c) Plotting of proposed method.
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CHAPTER 4
COLOR IMAGE SEGMENTATION
BASED ON NEUTROSOPHY

4.1 Introduction

Color images contain more information than do gray level images, and they are
more close to the real-world [97-98]. The human eye can distinguish thousands of color
shades and intensities but only two-dozen shades of gray. Quite often, objects that
cannot be extracted using a gray scale can be extracted using color information.
Relatively inexpensive color cameras are nowadays available. In digital image libraries,
large collections of images and videos are color. They need to be catalogued, ordered,
and stored for efficient browsing and retrieval of visual information [99-100]. Although
color information permits a more complete representation of images, processing color
images requires more computation time than that needed for gray level images.
Unlike gray level images, several color spaces exist for representing a color image,
such as RGB, HIS, YIQ, YUV, and CIE. Table 4.1 lists the advantages and
disadvantages of these color spaces.
RGB is the most commonly used model in television systems and digital cameras.
While RGB is suitable for color display, it is not good for color scene segmentation and
analysis due to the high correlation among the R, G, and B [101-102]. High correlation
means that if the intensity changes, all the three components will change accordingly.
The measurement of a color in RGB space does not represent color differences in a
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Table 4.1. Comparison of Different Color Spaces [97].
Color space

Advantages

Disadvantages

RGB

Easy to display.

High correlation.

HSI

Based on human color perception. H can

Singularity and numerically

be used for separating objects with

unstable at low saturation due to

different colors.

non-linear transformation.

Less computation time. Partly gets rid of

Correlation still exists due to the

the correlation of RGB. Y is good for

linear transformation from RGB.

YIQ and YUV

edge detection.
CIE (L*u*v*)

Color and intensity information are

Has the same singularity problem

independent. Efficient in measuring

as other non-linear

small color difference.

transformations do.

uniform scale. It is impossible to evaluate the similarity of two colors from their distance
in an RGB space.
A hue-saturation-intensity (HSI) system is another often used color space in image
processing. It is more intuitive to human vision [103-104]. There exist several variants
of HSI systems, such as hue-saturation-brightness (HSB), hue-saturation-lightness
(HSL), and hue-saturation-value (HSV). An HSI system separates color information
from intensity information. Color information is represented by hue and saturation
values, while intensity, which describes the brightness of the image, is determined by the
amount of light. Hue represents basic colors and is determined by the dominant
wavelength in the spectral distribution of light. Saturation is a measure of the purity of
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color and signifies the amount of white light mixed with the hue. Figure 4.1 is a
geometrical description of HSI [105]. Hue is considered as an angle between a reference
line and the color point in RGB space with the range value from 0o to 360o. For example,
green is 120o and blue is 240o. The saturation component represents the radial distance
from the cylinder center. The nearer the point is to the center, the lighter the color.
Intensity is the height in the axis direction. For example, 0 intensity is black, full
intensity is white. Each slice of the cylinder has the same intensity. Because human
vision system can easily distinguish the difference of hue, HSI has a good ability to
represent the human color perception. The following formulas transfer RGB to HSI:
§
3(G  B ) ·
arctan ¨¨
¸¸
© ( R  G )  ( R  B) ¹
( R  G  B)
Int
3
min( R, G, B )
Sat 1 
l
H

Figure 4.1 HSI color space [105].
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YIQ is used to encode color information in TV signals in the American system. Y is
a measure of the luminance of the color, and is a possible candidate for edge detection. I
and Q are components jointly describing image hue and saturation [106]. The YIQ color
space can partly get rid of the correlation of RGB color space, and the linear
transformation needs less computation time than the nonlinear transformation. YIQ is
obtained from the RGB by a linear transformation:
ªX º
«Y »
« »
«¬ Z »¼

ª0.299
«0.596
«
«¬0.211

0.587
0.274
0.253

0.114 º ª R º
0.322»» ««G »»
0.312 »¼ «¬ B »¼

where 0 d R d 1, 0 d G d 1, 0 d B d 1 .
YUV is another TV color representation and is used in the European TV system.
The transformation formula is:
ªX º
«Y »
« »
«¬ Z »¼

ª0.299
« 0.147
«
«¬0.615

0.587
0.289
 0.515

0.114 º ª R º
0.437 »» ««G »»
0.100 »¼ «¬ B »¼

where 0 d R d 1, 0 d G d 1, 0 d B d 1 .
The Commission International de l’Eclairage (CIE) color space was created to
represent perceptual uniformity. It meets the psychophysical need for a human observer.
Three primaries in CIE is denoted as X , Y , and Z . Any color can be specified by the
combination of X , Y , and Z . The value of X , Y , and Z can be computed by a linear
transformation from RGB. Here is an example of the National Television System
Commission, United States (NTSC) transformation matrix:
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ªX º
«Y »
« »
«¬ Z »¼

ª0.607
«0.299
«
«¬0.000

0.174
0.587
0.066

0.200 º ª R º
0.114 »» ««G »»
1.116 »¼ «¬ B »¼

There are a number of CIE spaces that can be created if the XYZ tristimulus
coordinates are known. For example, CIE(L*a*b*) and CIE(L*u*v*) are two typical
CIE spaces. The definition of CIE(L*a*b*) is:
L* 116  ( 3

Y
)  16
Y0

ª X
Y º
3 »
a* 500 « 3
Y0 ¼
¬ X0
ª Y
Z º
b* 500 « 3
3
»
Z0 ¼
¬ Y0
where Y / Y0 ! 0.01, X / X 0 ! 0.01 , and Z / Z 0 ! 0.01 . X 0 , Y0 , Z 0 are X , Y , Z values
for the standard white. The definition of CIE(L*u*v*) is given in the next section. The
difference of two colors in these two spaces can be calculated as the Euclidean distance
between
'Eab

two

color

points

like

this:

'Eab

('L*) 2  ('a*) 2  ('b*) 2

or

('L*) 2  ('u*) 2  ('v*) 2 . Euclidean distance has the ability to express the

color difference of human perception. (L*a*b*) and (L*u*v*) are approximately a
uniform chromaticity scale, which matches the sensitivity of human eyes in computer
processing [107], whereas RGB and XYZ color space do not have such properties. HSI
can be mapped to the cylindrical coordinates of (L*a*b*) or (L*u*v*) space by these:
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HSI to CIE ( L * a * b*)
I

L*

H

arctan(a * / b*)

S

(a*) 2  (b*) 2

and

HSI to CIE ( L * u * v*)
I L*
H arctan(u * / v*)
S

(u*) 2  (v*) 2
(L*a*b*) and (L*u*v*) share the same L* value, which defines the lightness, or

the intensity of a color. CIE spaces can control color and intensity information more
independently and simply than RGB space. Direct color comparison can be performed
based on geometric separation within the color space. Therefore, CIE space is especially
efficient in measuring small color differences.
Most color image segmentation methods are based on gray level image
segmentation approaches with different color representations. The authors of [97, 108]
mention that color images can be considered as a special case of multi-spectral images,
and any segmentation method for multi-spectral images can be applied to color images,
see Figure 4.2 [97]. Most gray level segmentation techniques can be extended to color
images, such as histogram thresholding, clustering, region growing, edge detection, etc.
Gray level segmentation methods can be directly applied to each component of a color
space. The results next are combined in some way to get the final segmentation result
[109]. But there exist two problems:
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Color
Segmentation
Methods

Gray level
segmentation Methods
Histogram-based
Space Clustering
Edge-based
Region-based
Neural Network
Fuzzy Logic

Color Spaces
RGB
HSI
YIQ
YUV
CIE(L*a*b*)
CIE(L*u*v*)

Figure 4.2 Relationship between gray level segmentation and color segmentation.

1. When the color is projected onto three components, the color information is
scattered such that the color image becomes simply a multispectral image and the
color information that humans can perceive is lost.
2. Each color representation has its advantages and disadvantages. There is no
single color representation than surpasses others for segmenting all kinds of
color images.

Most of existing color image segmentation methods define a region based on similarity of
color. This assumption often makes it difficult for algorithms to separate the objects with
highlights, shadows, shadings, or texture. This causes inhomogeneity of colors. Most
color segmentation methods are only conducted in one color space [97, 110-111]. Color
segmentation techniques can be grouped into several categories: histogram methods,
space clustering methods, edge-based methods, region-based methods, neural network
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methods, and fuzzy logic methods [97]. Table 4.2 gives a comparison of the segmentation
techniques [97].

Table 4.2. Comparison of Different Segmentation Techniques [97].
Technique
Histogram

Advantages

Disadvantages

Unsupervised method. Low time

Does not work well for image without

complexity.

obvious peaks or valleys. Does not
include spatial information.

Edge-based

Low time complexity.

Over-segmentation. Noise sensitive.

Noise tolerant than edge-based

High time complexity. Seed selection is

method.

important. Boundary points may be

method
Region-based
method

clustered into wrong region.
Neural network
approaches

Utilize existing neural network.

Training time is long, training data are

Low time complexity for

important. Overtraining problem.

execution.
Fuzzy logic

Fuzzy membership can be used to

Determination of fuzzy membership is

approaches

represent the degree of some

not a trivial job. Time complexity is

properties. Use both global and

high.

local information.

A histogram algorithm is one of the most widely used techniques for gray image
segmentation [112]. It assumes that images are composed of regions with different gray
level ranges. The histogram of an image can be separated into peaks, each corresponding
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to one region. There is a threshold value for separating two adjacent peaks. In color
images, the situation is different from a gray image because of multi-features. Multiple
histogram-based thresholding divides a color space by thresholding each component
histogram. There is a limitation when dividing multiple dimensions, however, because
thresholding is a technique for gray scale images. In many approaches, thresholding is
performed on only one color component at a time. Thus, the regions extracted are not
based on the information available from all three components simultaneously. The
correlation among the three components is neglected.
Edge-based techniques are extensively utilized in gray level image segmentation.
They are based on the detection of discontinuity and locating points with abrupt changes
in gray level. Edge-based methods are usually classified into two categories: sequential
and parallel [113]. In color images, the information about edges is much richer than that
in gray images. For example, edges between two objects with the same brightness but
different hue can be detected in color images [114]. Accordingly, in a color image, an
edge should be defined by a discontinuity in a three-dimensional color space. There are
three alternatives for the definition of a color edge:
1. Define a metric distance in some color space, and use discontinuities in the
distance to determine edges [115].
2. Regard a color image as composed of three gray images formed by the three
color components, respectively. Perform gray level edge detection on these three
images separately. Then, the edges detected in the three images are merged by
specified procedures [116-117].
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3. Impose some uniformity constraints on the edges in the three color components
to utilize all of the three color components simultaneously, but allow the edges in
the three color components to be largely independent [115].
Region-based techniques include region growing, region splitting, region merging,
and their combination. In the region growing approach, seed regions are first selected,
then expanded to include all homogeneous neighbors. This process is repeated until all
pixels in the image are classified. One problem with region growing is its dependence on
the selection of a seed region and the order in which pixels and regions are examined. In
region splitting techniques, the initial seed region is simply the whole image. If the seed
region is not homogeneous, it is usually divided into four, squared subregions, which
become new seed regions. The process repeats until all sub-regions are homogeneous.
The disadvantage of region splitting is that the resulting regions come out too square.
These methods work best on images with an obvious homogeneity criterion. However,
all region-based approaches are by nature sequential, and dependence on the selection of
seed regions and the order in which pixels and regions are examined [118-120].
Artificial neural networks (ANN) are widely applied for pattern recognition. Neural
networks are composed of many computational elements connected by links with
variable weights. There are different neural networks used in image segmentation such
as backprogagation (BP) [121-122], Hopfield neural networks (HNN) [123-124], and
self-organizing maps (SOM) [125-127]. One problem with neural network techniques is
that training time is very long. The selection of training and testing sets is also important.
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Fuzzy logic techniques provide a mechanism to represent and manipulate
uncertainty and ambiguity. Fuzzy operators, properties, mathematics, and inference rules
have found considerable application in image segmentation [128-130]. In fuzzy subsets,
each pixel in an image has a degree to which it belongs to a region or a background,
characterized by a membership value. In color images, the colors tend to form clusters in
the color space which can be regarded as a natural feature space. One problem with
traditional clustering techniques is that there are only two values, 1 or 0, to indicate to
what degree a data point belongs to a cluster. This problem can be solved by using fuzzy
set methods. But fuzzy logic also has its own problems, such as determining the number
of clusters and high computational cost for large data sets.
In this chapter, I define <A> in an RGB color space and define <Neut-A> in a CIE
(L*u*v*) color space. By introducing <Neut-A>, the proposed algorithm can combine
both color and spatial information. It also uses the information of two color spaces, and
utilizes both global and local information of color image. Figure 4.3 is the flowchart of
the proposed algorithm.

RGB color space

S-function

TR,G,B
FR,G,B

Cluster

C

Color
image

Threshold ¬
Homogeneity

Region Segmentation
result
Merge

I

CIE (L*u*v* ) color space

Figure 4.3. Flowchart of proposed method.
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4.2 Proposed Method

4.2.1 Map Image in RGB Space
Given color image A , P ( x, y ) is a pixel in A , and ( x, y ) is its position. A 5x5
mean filter (the size of filter may vary depending on the size of the input image) is
applied on A to remove noise. A pixel of a color image in the neutrosophic domain can
be represented as

A{(T R , T G , T B ), I , ( F R , F G , F B )} . T R , T G , T B ,

F R, FG

and

F B describe the brightness in the R, G, and B subspaces, respectively. I is the

indeterminacy in CIE (L*u*v*) space. The standard S-function is used. For a pixel in the
R color space, the definitions of T R and F R are [40]:

T R ( x, y )

S R ( g xyR , a R , b R , c R )

0
°
( g xyR  a R ) 2
°
° (b R  a R )(c R  a R )
°
®
( g xyR  c R ) 2
°
°1  (c R  b R )(c R  a R )
°
°¯1

0 d g xyR d a R
a R d g xyR d b R
(2.1)
R

R
xy

b d g dc

R

g xyR t c R

F R ( x, y ) 1  T R ( x, y )

(2.2)

where g xyR is the intensity value of pixel P ( x, y ) in R. Variables a R ,b R , and c R are the
parameters that determine the shape of the S-function in subspace R.
We will use the maximum entropy principle method to calculate the parameters
a R ,b R , and c R . The corresponding entropy is defined as
HR X

1
M uN

M

N

¦¦ S

R
n

T R ( x, y )

i 1 j 1

where S nR () is a Shannon function which is defined as:

(2.3)
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S nR T R ( x, y )

T R ( x, y ) log 2 T R ( x, y )  1  T R ( x, y ) log 2 1  T R ( x, y )

(2.4)

x 1, 2," , M , and y 1, 2," , N
Again, the maximum entropy principle states: the greater the entropy is, the more
information the system has [16, 43-44]. To find the optimal b R , try every
b R  [a R  1, c R  1] . The optimal b R will result in the maximum entropy, H R ( X ) :
R
R
H max
( X , a R , bopt
, cR )

R
R
max{H R [ X ; a R , b R , c R ] | g min
d a R  b R  c R d g max
}

(2.5)

a R and c R are calculated by following steps:
(1) Calculate the histogram of the image
(2) Find the local maxima of the histogram: Hismax ( g1R ),Hismax ( g 2R ),...Hismax ( g nR ) .
Calculate the mean of the local maxima:
n

¦ His

max

Hismax g R

i 1

n

giR
(2.6)

R
(3) Find the peaks greater than Hismax g R , let the first peak be g min
and the last peak be

R
g max

(4) Define low limit B1 and high limit B2 :
B1

¦ His(i)

H1

R
i g min

(2.7)

R
g max

¦ His(i)

H1

i B2

R
R
, B1R ] and [ B2R g max
], which is H1
where the information loss is allowed in the range [ g min

(we choose H1

0.01 based on experimental results).
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(5) Determine a R and c R
aR

R
R
(1  f )( g1R  g min
)  g min

if (a R ! B1R )
cR

aR

B1R

cR

B2R

R
f ( g max
 g nR )  g nR

if (c R ! B2R )
where f

then

then

(2.8)

(2.9)

0.01 , and B1R and B2R are used to avoid important information loss. The pixel

whose intensity is less than B1R is considered as background, and the pixel whose
intensity is greater than B2R is considered as noise.
After a R , b R , and c R are determined, we get T R and F R according to Eq. 4.1.
Similarly, we can determine T G , T B , F G , and F B in corresponding subspaces.

4.2.2 Enhancement
Use an intensification transformation to do enhancement, and calculate newly
enhanced TEk in the corresponding RE , GE and BE color subspaces [10]:
TEk

E (T k ( x, y ))

2(T k ( x, y )) 2

TEk

E (T k ( x, y )) 1  2(1  T k ( x, y )) 2



0 d T k ( x, y ) d 0.5
0.5  T k ( x, y ) d 1

(2.10)

where k  ^ R, G, B` . Figure 4.4(a) is a 512x512 color Lena image. Figure 4.4(b) is the
result after applying the S-function and enhancement.
4.2.3 Initial Cluster Centers Selection
Based on Color Information
In color segmentation, the initialization of cluster centers (seeds) is very important.
Many color segmentation methods are based on iterative calculation or even manual
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initialization [131]. In this paper, we use a histogram-based method to do it
automatically.
(1) In enhanced color subspace RE , equally divide the subspace into 20 bins.
Calculate the histogram based on these bins.
(2) Find the local maxima: Hismax ( g1RE ),Hismax ( g 2RE ),...Hismax ( glRE ) .
(3) Use intensity values to represent the local maxima C RE

{g1RE , g 2RE ,..., glRE } .

(4) Similarly, find the local maxima in enhanced subspaces GE and BE .

C GE

{g1GE , g 2GE ,..., g mGE } and C BE

{g1BE ,g 2Be ,..., g qBE } .

(5) Use all of the combinations of the cal maxima in 3 subspaces as the initial cluster
centers: C {( guRE , g vGE , g wBE ` d u d l  d v d m, 1 d w d q .
4.2.4 Decide Clusters on TEk
After the initial cluster centers are decided, assign pixels to clusters based on the
distance to each center.
(1) For a pixel P (t RE , t GE , t BE ) , calculate the distances to all cluster centers by
Euclidean distance. Here, t RE  TER , t GE  TEG , and t BE  TEB .

Disti ( P)

(t RE  guRE ) 2  (t GE  g vGE ) 2  (t BE  g wBE ) 2

(2.11)

where Disti ( P) is the distance between pixel P and cluster center
Ci ( guRE , g vGE , g wBE . Here, Ci is the ith center in C .
(2) Assign pixel P to the cluster with the minimum distance.
(3) If the size of any cluster is less than 5x5, delete the corresponding center from the
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cluster center set.
(4) Update each cluster center by the value of pixels assigned to it.
m

¦t
Ci ' {

j 1

m

m

¦t

RE
j

,

m

¦t

GE
j

j 1

m

,

j 1

m

BE
j

}

(2.12)

where Ci ' is the new center to replace Ci ; m is the number of pixels assigned to
Ci ; and t Rj E , t Gj E and t BjE are the values of pixel Pj assigned to Ci .
(5) Repeat steps (1)-(4) until the distance of the maximum center change is less than
0.1.
(6) Segment image into regions R1 , R2 ....Rn by using cluster centers calculated in the
above steps. See Figure 4.4(c).
4.2.5 Define Indeterminacy I in CIE(L*u*v*)
CIE (L*u*v*) color space does well at measuring small color differences, while
RGB does not [132]. The conversion of RGB to CIE (L*u*v*) is [133]:

ªX º
«Y »
« »
«¬ Z »¼
u'
v'

ª0.490 0.310 0.200 º ª R º
«0.177
0.813 0.011 »» ««G »»
«
«¬0.000 0.010 0.990 »¼ «¬ B »¼
4X
4x
X  15Y  3Z 2 x  12 y  3
9Y
9y
X  15Y  3Z 2 x  12 y  3

(2.13)
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Y 13
°116  ( )  16,
Yn
°
L* ®
°( 29 )3  Y
° 3
Yn
¯
u* 13L * (u ' u 'n )

Y
6 13
!( )
29
Yn
Y
6 13
d( )
29
Yn
(2.14)

v* 13L * (v ' v 'n )
We define indeterminacy I by using the standard deviation and discontinuity in the
CIE space. Standard deviation describes the contrast within a local region, while
discontinuity represents the edge. Both of them contain spatial information.
A size d u d window centered at ( x, y ) is used for computing the standard
deviation of pixel P( x , y ) ( L, u, v) in subspaces L*, u * and v * , respectively:

sd L* ( x, y )

sd u* ( x, y )

sd v* ( x, y )

x  ( d 1) / 2

y  ( d 1) / 2

¦

¦

( Lpq  P L* xy ) 2

p x  ( d 1) / 2 q y  ( d 1) / 2
2

d

x  ( d 1) / 2

y  ( d 1) / 2

¦

¦

(u pq  P u* xy ) 2

p x  ( d 1) / 2 q y  ( d 1) / 2
2

(2.15)

d

x  ( d 1) / 2

y  ( d 1) / 2

¦

¦

(v pq  P v* xy ) 2

p x  ( d 1) / 2 q y  ( d 1) / 2
2

d

where P L* xy , P u* xy and P v* xy are the means of the color values within the window in
L*, u * and v * , respectively.
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P

P

P

x  ( d 1) / 2

y  ( d 1) / 2

¦

¦

L pq

p x  ( d 1) / 2 q y  ( d 1) / 2
2

L*
xy

d

x  ( d 1) / 2

y  ( d 1) / 2

¦

¦

u pq

p x  ( d 1) / 2 q y  ( d 1) / 2
2

u*
xy

d

x  ( d 1) / 2

y  ( d 1) / 2

¦

¦

v pq

p x  ( d 1) / 2 q y  ( d 1) / 2
2

v*
xy

d

The discontinuity of pixel P( x , y ) ( L, u , v) is described by the edge value, which is
calculated by the Sobel operator in subspaces L*, u * and v * , respectively:
eg L* ( x, y )

(GxL* ) 2  (G yL* ) 2

eg u* ( x, y )

(Gxu* ) 2  (G yu* ) 2

eg v* ( x, y )

(Gxv* ) 2  (G yv* ) 2

(2.16)

where GxL* , Gxu* , Gxv* and G yL* , G yu* , G yv* are the horizontal and vertical derivative
approximations in L*, u * and v * , respectively.
Normalize the standard deviation and discontinuity:

sd Norm ( x, y )

sd ( x, y )
sd max

(2.17)

eg Norm ( x, y )

eg ( x, y )
eg max

(2.18)

Define the indeterminacy as:

I ( x, y )

L*
L*
u*
u*
v*
v*
( sd Norm
( x, y )  eg Norm
( x, y )) 2  ( sd Norm
( x, y )  eg Norm
( x, y )) 2  ( sd Norm
( x, y )  eg Norm
( x, y )) 2
(2.19)
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Normalize I
I Norm ( x, y )

I ( x, y )
I max

(2.20)

Figure 4.4(e) is the indeterminacy image in domain I . The value of I Norm ( x, y ) has
a range of [0, 1]. The more uniform the region surrounding a pixel is, the smaller the
indeterminacy value of the pixel. The window size should be big enough to include
enough local information, but still smaller than the distance between two objects. We
chose d = 7 in our experiments.
4.2.6 Region Merging Based on TE , FE , and I Norm
The clusters segmented in TE are based on color information in an RGB space. The
edges in I Norm include the spatial information in a CIE space. We get the final
segmentation result based on the following:
Ri * R j
iz j

true
®
¯ false

if Ri  R j z I and avg ( I norm ( Ri  R j )) t O
otherwise

(2.21)

where Ri and R j are regions calculated in subsection 2.4. Ri  R j are intersection pixels
of regions Ri and R j . avg ( I norm ( Ri  R j )) is the average indeterminate value of the
intersection pixels.
Figure 4.4(f) is the final segmentation result of Lena based on I Norm with O

0.04 .

Figure 4.4(g) is the boundaries of (f). Adding indeterminacy reduces over-segmentation.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)
Figure 4.4. Steps of proposed algorithm: (a) 512x512 Lena color image. (b) Result after
applying the S-function and enhancement. (c) Clusters result in T . (d) Boundaries based
on (c). (e) Indeterminacy value image in I . (f) Final result of the proposed segmentation
method ( O 0.04 ). (g) Boundaries of (f).
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4.3 Experimental Results

Domains T and F use the histograms, which include the global information.
Domain I includes the local information. By combining T , F and I , the proposed
algorithm can utilize both global and local information very well.
4.3.1 Parameter O
Parameter O is very important to performance. It controls the segmentation result.
The higher the O value is, the fewer clusters there are in the segmentation result.
Figures 4.5(a), (b), and (c) show the results of O = 0.01, 0.05, and 0.1. Figures 4.5(d), (e),
and (f) are the corresponding boundary images of (a), (b) and (c). The numbers of
clusters are 524, 393, and 290, respectively.
4.3.2 Comparison with Other Fuzzy Logic Algorithms
Neutrosophy is an extension to fuzzy logic. We now compare our approach with
several fuzzy logic color segmentation methods to show the advantage of neutrosophy.
Figure 4.6(a) is a 283x283 meadow image, and Figure 4.7(a) is a 256x256 house
image. Figure 4.6(b) and Figure 4.7(b) are the segmentation results after applying the
traditional fuzzy c-mean (FCM) algorithm, which is a widely used, unsupervised
segmentation method [13, 134-135]. Figure 4.6(c) and Figure 4.7(c) are the boundary
results of Figure 4.6(b) and Figure 4.7(b), respectively. There are 3757 regions in Figure
4.6(b) and 1673 regions in Figure 4.7(b). We can see that the traditional FCM produces
over-segmentation, and the boundaries are not clear. Figure 4.6(e) and Figure 4.7(e) are
the results of a modified FCM method (FCM_M) [23], which uses an adaptive method
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to initialize cluster centers. It reduces over-segmentation (2913 regions in Fig. 5(e) and
1007 regions in Figure 4.7(e)) much better than does a traditional FCM. However, it still
includes over-segmentation on the right lower roof and eaves. Figure 4.6(f) and Figure
4.7(f) are the results of the proposed method (Neut). The over-segmentations are greatly
reduced (47 regions in Figure 4.6(f) and 69 regions in Figure 4.7(f)). Sheep boundaries
in Figure 4.6(f) and details of house edges in Figure 4.7(f) are kept very well. The
proposed method can outline main objects very well and has fewer regions than fuzzy cmean and modified fuzzy c-mean.
Figure 4.8(b) and Figure 4.9(b) are the segmentation results after using the fuzzy
homogeneity algorithm (FHM) in [136]. It utilizes a fuzzy homogeneity histogram and
scale-space filter to merge regions. Figure 4.8(d) and Figure 4.9(d) are the results after
using the proposed algorithm. In Figure 4.8(b), the shape of the airplane and mountains
are kept very well. The sailboat and ocean are clearly outlined in Figure 4.9(d). We can
see that the fuzzy homogeneity algorithm produces more over-segmented regions than
does our method (24410 regions in Figure 4.8(b) versus 251 regions in Figure 4.8(d);
and 18968 regions in Figure 4. 9(b) versus 101 regions in Figure 4. 9(d)). Figure 4.8(c)
and Figure 4.8(e) are the corresponding boundary images of 8(b) and 8(d), respectively.
The proposed method generates thinner, smoother, and clearer boundaries than does the
fuzzy homogeneity algorithm.
Table 4.3 lists the computation time of the proposed method on the different
images. The cluster selection is the most time-consuming step, which takes two-thirds of
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the total time. All experiments were conducted by using Matlab 2008, Pentium D
3.00GHZ, and 3GB RAM.
Table 4.3. Running Time.
Image
Name
CPU time
(s)

Lena
(512x512)
24.2

Meadow
(283x283)
7.3

House
(256x256)
6.1

Plane
(469x512)
20.1

Sailboat
(325x475)
13.5

4.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, a new neutrosophic method for color image segmentation is
proposed. It utilizes both RGB and CIE color spaces. By adding an indeterminacy
domain, the proposed algorithm can combine both global and local information as well
as information from two color spaces. Experimental results demonstrate that the
proposed method is very noise-tolerant, effective, and accurate, and it can generate thin
and clear boundaries in color segmentation results.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4.5. Segmentation results of different O : (a) Segmentation result of O 0.01 . (b)
Segmentation result of O 0.05 . (c) Segmentation result of O 0.1 . (d) Boundaries of
(a). (e) Boundaries of (b). (f) Boundaries of (c).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)
Figure 4.6. Meadow image (283x283): (a) Original image. (b) Result by applying fuzzy
c-mean. (c) Boundaries of (b). (d) Result of modified fuzzy c-mean. (e) Boundaries of (e).
(f) Segmentation result of the proposed method ( O 0.03 ). (g) Boundaries of (f).
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

(g)
Figure 4.7. House image (256x256): (a) Original image. (c) Result by applying fuzzy cmean. (c) Boundaries of (b). (d) Result of modified fuzzy c-mean. (e) Boundaries of (d).
(f) Segmentation result of the proposed method ( O 0.03 ). (g) Boundaries of (f).
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

(c)

Figure 4.8. Plane image (469x512): (a) Original image. (b) Result by applying fuzzy
homogeneity. (c) Boundaries of (b). (d) Segmentation result of the proposed method
( O 0.04 ). (e) Boundaries of (d).
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(c)

(e)

Figure 4.9. Sailboat image (325x475): (a) Original image. (b) Result by applying fuzzy
homogeneity. (d) Boundaries of (b). (d) Segmentation result of the proposed method
( O 0.01 ). (e) Boundaries of (d).
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS

Neutrosophy studies the origin, nature, scope of neutralities, and their interactions
with different ideational spectra. It is an alternative to the existing logics and represents
mathematical uncertainty, vagueness, contradiction, and imprecision.
Neutrosophy is a new philosophy that is generating discussion among philosophers
and mathematicians. There is a need to find ways to implement neutrosophy in solving
problems. Researchers need exposure to how T , I , F are defined and used in solving
real problems.
In this dissertation, I introduce neutrosophy to image segmentation and define

T , I , F in image processing. T is the degree to be the object, I is the degree to be the
boundary, and F is the degree to be the background. Using neutrosophy in image
segmentation increases noise-tolerant ability, and it produces a superior blurry boundary
image as opposed to other methods. I apply the algorithm to breast ultrasound
segmentation, which is a real problem in medical image processing. Neutrosophy helps
to combine two controversial opinions about speckles: speckles are noise versus
speckles include pattern information. It is also a fully automatic segmentation algorithm
based on a whole BUS image not on a manually selected ROI. The experiment results
give us statistical improvements over other conventional image diagnostic methods. To
show neutrosophy in extended fuzzy logic, I use it in color image segmentation and
compare it with different fuzzy logic algorithms. The experiments demonstrate that
neutrosophy can reduce over-segmentation.
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Neutrosophy is a new theory. It is an extension of fuzzy logic and can handle
uncertainty and indeterminacy better than other methods. Neutrosophy may find more
application in diverse fields, such as control theory, image processing, computer vision,
and artificial intelligence, where fuzzy logic is applied. The future works are described
as follows:
1. Neutrosophy is a new theory; the definition of indeterminacy can be defined in a
different way to include more uncertainty.
2. Neutrosophy can be applied to other image processing problems like feature
extraction and classification.
3. Apply neutrosophy to different research area like control theory, artificial
intelligence.
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